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1 Emma has three pots of plant seedlings.

 She labels them A, B and C.

BA

plant seedlings
grow towards
the left

plant seedlings
are healthy

plant seedlings
are white and
very weak

C

 In pot B, the plant seedlings are white and weak because they did not have 
any light.

 What has happened to the plant seedlings in pot A and pot C?

 Complete the sentences.

In pot A, the plant seedlings grow towards the left because  ............................

 ..........................................................................................................................

In pot C, the plant seedlings are healthy because  ...........................................

 ...................................................................................................................... [2]
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2 The Earth spins on its axis.

North Pole

South Pole
axis

 (a) How many hours does it take for the Earth to complete one turn on its 
axis?

  Circle the correct answer.

2 hours       12 hours       24 hours       48 hours       360 hours
 [1]

 (b) The Earth orbits the Sun.

  How much time does it take the Earth to orbit the Sun?

  Circle the correct answer.

1 second       1 minute       1 day       1 month       1 year
 [1]
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3 Class 5 are doing a quiz about changes of state.

 Complete the quiz.

 For each answer write true or false.

 The first one has been done for you.

Quiz

1. Air contains water vapour.
  

true ...................................

2. Condensation is the opposite of evaporation.

 ...................................

3. Condensation happens when a liquid turns into a gas.

 ...................................

4. Evaporation happens when a liquid turns into a gas.

 ...................................

5. Water is a liquid at 10 °C.

 ...................................

 [2]
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4 Strawberry plants make new plants.

strawberry plant

new plant

new roots

runnerroot

 They use a runner to make new plants.

 What is this called?

 Circle the correct answer.

germination

growth

reproduction 

seed dispersal

seed production
 [1]
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5 This is a question about light.

 Draw a line from the words to the correct sentence.

words sentence

shadow Light from this enters our eyes.

light source Made when light from a source
is blocked.

light intensity Changes the size of a shadow.

position of object This quantity can be measured.

 [2]
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6 Thermometers are used to measure temperature.
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 (a) Which thermometer shows the boiling point of water?

  Circle the correct answer.

A                 B                 C                 D                 E
 [1]

 (b) Which thermometer shows the melting point of ice?

  Circle the correct answer.

A                 B                 C                 D                 E
 [1]

 (c) One of the thermometers shows the lowest temperature.

  What is the lowest temperature shown?

 ............................... °C [1]
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7 A flower has different parts.

petal

ovule

ovary
style

carpelstigma
antherstamen

filament

 (a) Tick ( ) the two correct sentences.

The ovule is a female part.

The petal is a male part.

The filament is a female part.

The anther is a male part.

The stamen is a female part.

The ovary is a male part.
 [2]
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 (b) Tick ( ) the correct sentence.

The anther makes pollen.

The filament makes pollen.

The ovary makes pollen.

The stigma makes pollen.

The style makes pollen.
 [1]
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8 Amav finds information about boiling points on the internet.

liquid boiling point in °C

A 139

B 35

C 108

D 383

E 100

 (a) Which liquid has the lowest boiling point?

  Circle the correct answer.

A                 B                 C                 D                 E
 [1]

 (b) Which liquid is pure water?

  Circle the correct answer.

A                 B                 C                 D                 E
 [1]

 (c) The boiling point of liquid D is 383 °C.

  What is the melting point of liquid D?

  Circle the correct answer.

70 °C           383 °C           390 °C           400 °C           483 °C
 [1]
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9 Alfie uses a flash light to reflect light into Ester’s eye.

flash light Ester’s eye

material Y

 (a) Draw two arrows on the diagram to show the pathway of light. [1]

 (b) Material Y reflects the light so that Ester can see an image of the flash 
light.

  Which two materials can Y be made from?

  Circle the two best answers.

card      clay      cotton      felt      glass      mirror      paper      rubber
 [2]

 (c) Ester moves.

  Her eye is in a new position.

flash light
Ester’s eye

  What must Alfie do to the flash light so Ester can see the reflected light?

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [1]
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10 Cucumber plants have two types of flower.

Xflower A

flower B

 Put the sentences in order.

 Use numbers  1    2    3    4    5.

 The first one has been done for you.

sentence order

Flower A produces pollen.

Pollen is transferred to flower B.

Flower A has male organs. 1

Pollen lands on the female organs.

Fertilisation happens and part X develops into a cucumber.

 [2]
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11 Artem and Sofia both have a glass of water.

  • They mark each glass to show the level of water.

  • They leave each glass in a warm room for 2 days.

  • They draw a picture of their results.

 (a) Here is Artem’s picture. 

water level

water level after 2 days

  Complete the sentence.

The water level has  ....................................................................................

because  ................................................................................................ .[2]

 (b) Here is Sofia’s picture.

  She has a cover on her glass.

water level

cover

water level after 2 days

  Complete the sentence.

The water level  ...........................................................................................

because  ................................................................................................. [2]
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12 Susie investigates the germination of seeds.

  • She puts 100 seeds in a dish.

  • Then she adds water.

  • She keeps the seeds at 5 °C.

  • After 5 days she counts how many seeds have germinated.

  • She repeats the investigation with different temperatures.

 Susie writes her results in a table.

temperature in °C number of seeds germinated

5 15

10 20

15 35

20 45

25 30

 (a) Complete the bar chart.

  • Add the last two bars to the bar chart.

  • Add labels to each axis.

0

10

5 10 15

....................................

....................................

2520

20

30

40

50

 [2]
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 (b) Susie predicts 

‘The higher the temperature the more seeds germinate.’

  Do the results support Susie’s prediction?

..................................

  Use the results table to explain your answer.

 ....................................................................................................................

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [2]

 (c) Susie repeats the investigation.

  She uses a temperature of 12 °C.

  Predict the number of seeds that germinate.

  Complete the sentence.

Using a temperature of 12 °C, I predict that  ..................................... seeds 
will germinate. [1]
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13 Many scientists have explored our solar system and stars.

 One of the first scientists was Claudius Ptolemy.

 He made a model of the solar system.

Moon Earth Venus Sun Mars

arrow shows the
direction of movement

 (a) Use the diagram to describe how Claudius Ptolemy’s model works.

 ....................................................................................................................

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [2] 

 (b) Scientists now know his model is wrong.

  The Earth is not at the centre of the solar system.

  What is at the centre of the solar system?

 ................................................................................................................ [1]

 (c) What did scientists do to show that Claudius Ptolemy’s model was wrong?

 ....................................................................................................................

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [1]
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14 Plants have a life cycle.

 Complete the life cycle diagram using the words

fertilisation

germination

pollination

seed dispersal

seed production

 The first one has been done for you.

pollination
.....................................

.....................................
.....................................

.....................................

.....................................

 [2]
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15 Cherrie investigates the melting point of different salt solutions.

 • She puts the different solutions in the freezer.

 • She waits for the solutions to freeze.

 • She takes the frozen solutions out of the freezer.

 • She measures the temperature when the frozen solutions melt.

 • She repeats the investigation.

 Cherrie writes the results in her notebook.

solution
first investigation

melting point
in °C

second investigation
melting point

in °C

A –2 –2

B –8 –8

C –6 –6

D –9 –10

E –4 –4

 (a) Cherrie says

‘I did not use pure water as one of the solutions.’

  Explain how you know this from her results.

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [2]
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 (b) Cherrie says

   ‘As I put more salt in the water, 

   the melting point of the solution decreases.’

  Which solution has the most salt dissolved in the water?

  Circle the correct answer.

A                 B                 C                 D                 E
 [1]

 (c) Which solution shows a different result in the two investigations?

  

  ............................  [1]

 (d) Why does Cherrie collect two sets of results?

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [1]
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16 Birds eat and drink from different parts of plants.

 (a) Birds drink the nectar in flowers.

flower

bird

  The bird brushes against the male parts of the flower as it drinks.

  The bird flies to another flower.

  What does the bird do to this flower?

  Circle the correct answer.

disperses the flower

fertilises the flower

germinates the flower

pollinates the flower

produces seeds for the flower
 [1]
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 (b) Birds eat plant berries.

bird berries

  Plant berries contain seeds.

  What does the bird do to the seeds?

  Circle the correct answer.

disperses the seeds

fertilises the seeds

germinates the seeds

pollinates the seeds

produces the seeds
 [1]

 (c) The seeds fall on some soil.

  The seeds develop into small plants.

small plant

soil

  The small plants need energy to grow.

  Complete the sentence.

  Plants use ................................................. energy to grow.

  This energy comes from the Sun. [1] 
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17 Polina boils a salt water solution.

beaker X

salt water solution

 (a) What is the name of the process happening at X?

  Circle the correct answer.

condensation

evaporation

freezing

heating

melting
 [1]

 (b) After 10 minutes there is no water in the beaker.

  Describe what Polina sees in the beaker.

 ....................................................................................................................

 ....................................................................................................................

 ................................................................................................................ [2]
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